
SUBJECT: BASIC SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

TERM: 3RD

CLASS: PRIMARY THREE

ACTIVITIES

(Basic

Science)

2 BST

(Basic

Science)

2 BST

(IT)

2 BSr

(PHE)

TOPICS

Readiness Test/

Revision of 2nd term

work

Meaning and

Characteristics of

plants

Oases of

plants

isofplants

Microsoft Word

x Toolbar

Swimming

Readiness Te;t/ Rcadimss Test/ Revision of

Revision of tern tern work

work

By the end of the Ison, pupils Gallery work to collect

hid able to: common plams within the

school compound

L

ii.

iiL

Say the meaning of

identify dassify

desaibe the

dnracteristiß of

plants (presenc of

ålorophyll, defect

to rays ofüght, ha'.e

cdlulose, etc

Idenüfy various tools on fre

Tool bar and stde

funaions

By die end of the pupils

ii. Pupils in pairs , mention

the clases of plants and

share with class

iii. in small groups,

discuss the daractelistiß

of plants

Pupils, in pairs, identify tools m be

Tool bar and stte their functiors

Pupas as a pairs , explain ffe maning

EMBEDDED CORE

SKILLS

Readiness Test/

Revision of 2nd

term work

Communicaöon

and

collaboraöom

Creafrity and

ima$nation

Critinl thinkin
and problem

sohring

Criücal thinking

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel

development

Digital literacy

Critial thinking leader

and problem

LEARNING

Readiness Test/ 
Revision of2'*j term work

Ivii. Specimen of plants
(vegetables,

etc.)

Mi.FruiG (mango,
tomatoes apples

lb(. (Inrtson

•csof
planG

https%outu.beIN•l-

https://www.youtube.com/

u

-4
should be able to ofswimmirg

i) Explain meaning ofswimming ii) PupiLsin avoups, mention die

(Aquatic) strokes/style in swimming

ii) Menüon the iii) Pupils in small pups, list the

Leadership and personal

style/strokß in swimming eg basic skills in swimming

relaüonship

Communication and 

collaboration
S

freestyle; butter$',

breaststroke

iii) in

swimming

UNIFIED SCHEMES of WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS (PRY 1-3)

AUDIO VISUAL

•Swimming pool

*Floater

Tube/Rubber

*Swimming trunk

*Swimming cap

*Swimming gogle

*Life jacket

*Swimming pat

269



BASIC SCENCE & TECHNOLOGY
EMBEDDED CDRE 

I.FARNINGRBOURCFSplants By the end of the leson. pupils
should be able to:

pic Cla.sscs 

ba.sx•d

01

plants 

on life span

uses of plant

Microsoft Word

X Toolbar

Swimming

(I'HE)

Plants - As living

(Basic things

Science)

Features of

plants

mention exitnplcs
of classes of plants;

examine plants

based on their life
span (annual,

biennial. perennial

etc.);

iii. descnbe the tuses of

plants (food,

medicine, herbs,

furniture, wood

fruits etc.

iv. analyse the

importance of

plants in the

envimnment

Identify various tools on the

functions

By the end of the les on; pupik

should be able to

Clas brainstorms on the
clases or pLMits

Pupils in pairs state
examplß of plant based
on the life span and share
with the

iii Pupils in small groups.
dcscnbe the of plants
hJpiLs in small groups ,
analyse the importance of
plants in the envimnmcnt

Pupils, in paüs,

Tool bar and Äate ftmdions

i) Pupils in small groups,

the basc in swimming

n

Communkation

collaboration

Creativity and

imapnation

Critical thinking

and problem

Demonstrate the basic in ii) Pupils as a individtnl, perfom the

Critical

Col&ration 7td

DWtal rrteracy

i) Digital liter-ag

ii) Creaivity and

üi) Leü•ship and

personal dælqment

iv) CMnmuniation and 

Wood

Oranmapple, mango
etc

Specimen of

on the or

330

https//yvutu.tr/N464)#-

S

ii) Perfonn the basic Ole/

in swimming free styde crawl.

breast stroke, back

ii) F.*n the safety rules in

mmming

iv) State be healff benefit of

By the end of the lesson, pupils

basic stroke/styk in swimming

freestyle, stroke

iii) pupils in pups the

gfety rules in swimming

iv) Pupils in pairs, stnåebeaith

benefit of swimming

i. Pupils, observes some

wmWE

AUDIO VISUAL MATERIALS

*Swimming trunk

i%immirgap

*Hoater

'Whisde

*Flipper

•Swimming pant

inshould be able to:

i. identify the features

of plants in the ii.

plants and write down the Communiation

common features
collaboratiotL

Class, brainstorms on

Specimen of plant 

the school

compounds and

locality;

ii. explains these

observed features

of animals

iii

features of plants. c Critial thinking

Pupils in small groups,
and problem

describe the observed solving

Picture of plants ami

iB parts

LAGOS STATE MINISTRY EDUCATION 270OF 



I.VNNINC, 
ACTIVITIES

WEEKS

(Basic

Science)

5 BSr
(IT)

5 BST

(PHE)

6 BSC

(Basic

Science)

TOPICS

Menu Bar

Plants -As living 

things

Plants

exhibiting

characteristi

cs of living

Menu Bar

Health and "ene

polludon

Types of pollution

Meaning and

characteristics of
animals

LMRNlNC,OBJFßTIVFS

iii.

Identify various items on the

Menu bar and state their

fundions

By the end of the Ißson. pupils

should be able to:

Differentiate

between plants and

non-living things

Discuss plants

exhibiting the

characteristics of

living things

reproduction;

feeding movement;

irritability etc

iii. Compare plans and

animals as living

Identify various items on the

Menu bar and state their

functions

By the end of the lesson; pupils

should be able to

features in plants,

Pupils, in pairs, identify item on the

Menu bar and state their functions

i. Class, brainstorms on

plants and non- living

Pupils in small groups ,

describe the

characteristics of living

things with plants.

iii. Pupils in pairs, compare

plants and animals as

IMng things and share

with class.

Pupils, in pairs, identify item on the

Menu bar and state their functions

Pupils in groups, stau the meaning of

pollution

i) State the meaning ofpollution if) Pupils in small pups, menion

types ofpollution. air polluüon. noise
ii) Mention types of

pollution, chemial pollution

pollution e.g , air polludon, no

pollution, land pollution, water

pollution

iii) Explain the kinds ofpollutio

(Noise pollution in chemical

pollution, air pollution etc

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

i. identify animals

Pupils brainstorm and
descnbe the common

animals in their

EMBEDDED CORE

SKILLS

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

cornmuruation

Personnel

development

Digital literacy

Communication

and

collaboration.

Leadership and

personal

development

Critical thinking

and problem
solving

Critial thinking

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel

development

Digital literacy

Creaüvity and
ImaØnadon

Critial thinking and

problem solving

Communiation and
collaboraåon

Imdership and personal

dwelopment

Communication
and

edudelighttutors.com
NORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS \(PRY 1-

charatlerktic
living thin•o

wM;CEutLHWYTUz

JCEurnwWFTßz

plant In the

compounds ach

trvni.

charatterf%tic of
Jiving

hrps11JW!ublLrErhTUI!

https://www.youtube.um(

bm//yqu t,u be/L5B-

htvs//younW/13 ?3HkQB

AUDIO VISUAL REØURCES

*Magazine

'Pictures
•Posters

*Video clips

*Chemicals

in. Pictures ofsome

domestic and wild



'EARNING onwcnvvs TECHNOCOOY

and theit habitat.

6 BST

THE)

7

8BST

(Basic

Science)

a BST

then

hDt)itAls

antmals

(hu.u@iisti

ot animals

Typtng and saving

on Microsoft word

Bcalth hvgjene

Pollution

Types of pollution

And Prevention

MID TERM

ASSESSMENT

Uses of ammals

Common

uses of

animals

Useful

products

from

animals

Typing and saving

on Microsoft word

desoibe the classes
ot animals (lower
and higher

animals):

describe the

characteristics of

animals

iv. Compare lower

aninnl with higher

animals

Type and save a short

composition about

themselves

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to

i) Discuss the kind of pollution,

air pollution, noise pollution,

chemiG pollution

ii) State the meaning of noise

pollu60n, air pollution and

chemical pollution

iii) Describe ways of preventing

pollution e.g air pollunon, noise

pollution and chemical pollution

iv) Mention the effects of air

pollution, noise pollution and

chemical pollution

MID TERM ASSESSMENT

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

i. describe common

uses of animals;

identify useful

products from

animals;

iii. examine other uses

of animals (sport,

games. security,

transport etc.)

iv. analyse the

importance of

animals in their

environment

Type and save a short

composition about

environment.
Pupils in pairs,

classes of animals and
share with the class,
Pupils in small groups ,
describe the

characteristics of animals
iv. Pupils in groups, analyse

the diffcrences between
lower and higher animals

Pupils, Individually, lunch type and
save on Microsoft word

i) Pupils in pairs, discuss the kinds of
pollution e .g air, noise, chemical

pollution etc

ii) Pupils in groups, state the meaning
of noise pollution, chcminl polluåon,

air pollution

iii)Pupils, as an individual, describe

ways of preventing air pollution, noise

pollution, chemical pollution etc.

iv) Pupils in small groups, mention

effects of pollution i.e air, noise,

chemicll pollution

MID TERM ASSFSSMENT

SKU.'S

(.rt%itmty xnt:f

irnaønat'on

trader chip find

person•i

development

m the*'

h ttpsdJmtg.be/mff8.sGm
como

Critical thinking

Collaboratbn and

communication

Personnel

development

Digital literacy

Creativity and
imagination

'Communiation and
collaboration

'Digital literacy

htnsLvutu&ILäß:

https:llyqu-tuu5N'uhuif&Q

'Leadership and persona

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

Pupils menuon and

describe the most useful

animals in their homes

Class, brainstorms on the

common use of animals.

Pupils in pairs, state

useful products fonn

animals and share With

the class

Pupils in small groups ,

describe other uses of

animals to humans

Pupils in small groups ,

analyse the importance of

animals in their

environment and share

with the class.

Pupils, individually, lunch type and

save on Microsoft word

development

MID TERM

ASSBSMENT

U Communication

and

collaboradon.

L' Creativity and

imagination

Critical thinking

and problem

solving

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

https://youtube/i8_P3HkQB

AUDIO VISUAL RESOURCES

'Magazine

'Pictures

'Posters

'Charts

'Video clips

MID TERM *SSESSMENT

boc Shoes. beRs, bones,

furs. etc

tm Chart/ pactures on

the of animals

https://Y2qtuhe/W:zRPMD

https://www.youtube.coqtl

watch

LAGOSSTATE9dudelighttut0f.pom O



BASIC SCIENCE a 
TECHNOLOGWEEKS

8-9

(MIE)

9 BST
(Basic

Science)

9 BST

(IT)

10 Bs-r

(Basic

Science)

10 Bs-r

(IT)

Tortcs

First aid

Animals - As living
things

(FeahJres)

Formatting

Animals - As living

things

(Characteristics)

formatting

OBJECTIVES

themselves

By the end of the class pupils

should be able to

i) Discuss the meaning of first ai

ii) Describe the duties of a first

aidcr

iii) Explain the qualities ofa first

aidcr

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

L idendfy the features

of animals in the

locality,

ii. explain the

observed features

ofanimals

Load the saved composition

and format it

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

i. Discuss animals

exhibiting the

characteristics of

living things

reproduction;

feeding movement;

irritability etc.

ll. Differentiate

between animals

and other living

Compare plants and

animals as living

thin '

Load the saved composition

and format it

LEARNING ACTIVITIFS EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

communication

Personnel

development

Digital literacy

i) Pupils in a pairs, discuss the meanin Critical thinking and
of first aid problem solving

ii) whole class, describe the duties ofa Communication and
first aider collaboration

RFSotJRcts

iii) Pupils in groups, explain thc

qualities of a good first aider

Digital literacy

I.eadershipand personal AUDIO

i.

ii.

Class brainstorms on

features animals.

Pupils in small groups ,

describe features in

animals.

Pupils, individually, load the saved

composition and format accordingly

i.

ii.

iii.

Class, brainstorms on the

differences between

animals and non-living

Pupils in small groups ,

describe the

characteristics of living

things with respect to

animals.

Pupils in pairs , compare

animals and plants as

living things and share

with class.

Pupils , individually, load the saved

composition and format accordingly

n Communication
and

collaboratiom

Critical thinking
and problem

solving

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel

development

Digital literacy

Communication

and

collaboration.

Indership and
personal

development

D Cridcal thinking

and problem

solving

Critical thinking

'Plr%t aid box

•pctures

bfl.
enof

ammals In the

buiii. Charts

characteristic of
living things

hÄ/yoututbe/J7mXl•

wMjCEumwWPiOy3g

iCEumwWPiOy3g

https://www.yputube.com/

Ixxiv. Specimen of

animals in the

localities

bow. Charts on

characteristics of

living things

https;//youubf/X2r0PnlN

https://www.youtube.coml.

ltA

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel

development

liQracy

edudelighttutors.com
UNIFIED SO IEWS OF WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOIS (PRY -3) 273



TOPICS

REVISION

(PRE.)

REMSION

EXAMINATION

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

REVISION

REVISION

OOIMINATION

BASIC SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
EMBEDDED CORE 

LURXIYGRFSO(JÄCFSREVISION

REVISION

EXAMINATION

EXAMINATION

ACHIEVÆMENT 
STANDARD

understand the concept of measurement (length, mass and time);

put these standards of measurement in use;

identify air in mofion and iS importance to the environment;

understand plants and animals as living things in the society,

identify the various of forms of energy and how they improve daily acåvities•,

explain light as form of enerv.

Understand how ffe System Unit, Operating system, Soft%tare Appliation and system appliation work

Ability to differentiate bena,reen softvnre and hardwa re offfe computer.

Knowledge on the componenS of Central Processing Unit

practical use of the Microsoft Word application and Formattin&

edudelighttutors.com 74
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